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Summary. Rather general versions of the Erd6s-R6nyi [6] new law of large 
numbers have recently been given by S. Cs6rg6 [5] for sequences of rv's 
which have stationary and independent increments and satisfy a first order 
large deviation theorem. It is shown that CsOrg6's results can be extended 
to cover also situations of stochastic processes where stationarity and 
independence of increments are not generally available, but for randomly 
chosen subsequences of the process. Examples demonstrate that the main 
result can be applied, for instance, to waiting-times in G/G/1 queuing 
models or cumulative processes in renewal theory, where Erd6s-R6nyi type 
laws cannot be derived from Cs6rg6's theorems. 

1. Introduction and Results 

In [6] Erd6s and R6nyi proved what they called a new law of large numbers 
dealing with an a.s. asymptotic behaviour of the maximum increments of 
partial sum sequences over blocks of certain lengths. 

Theorem 1 (Erd6s-R6nyi). Let {Xi}i= 1.2 .... be an i.i.d, sequence on (0, 9,1, P) with 
partial sums S o=0  , S n = X  1 + ... + X, .  Suppose (i) (p(t)=E exp(tX1)< oo for all 
te(O, tl). 7hen, for each a6A={(o'(t)/~o(t): te(O, tl) } and C=C(a)  such that 
exp ( -  1/C) = infq)(t) exp ( -  ta)= p(a), we have 

lira max S"+tcl~ w.p.1. (1) 
N~eo O<n<_N-[ClogN] [C logN]  

It is a remarkable fact that the functional dependence C =  C(a), which can a.s. 
be obtained from (1) on the set A, determines the underlying distribution via 
its moment-generating function q~. This so-called Erd6s-R6nyi phenomenon 
seems to be the main essence of Theorem 1. 

Various generalizations of the Erd6s-R6nyi law have been found, e.g. for 
weighted sums of i.i.d, rv's or non i.i.d, rv's with absolutely continuous distri- 
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butions (Book [2, 3]), for continuous functionals of multivariate partial sum 
differences (Bfirtfai [ i])  or, generally, for such functions of moving blocks of 
i.i.d, rv's and those of empirical measures of these blocks, for which a first 
order large deviation theorem holds (S. CsBrg6 [5], who also gives a very 
complete list of further references). Moreover, the latter author provided a 
unified approach to Erd6s-R6nyi laws realizing that the essential facts for the 
proof are independence and stationarity of the increments of the considered 
process and an exponential large deviation behaviour. Here we state a refor- 
mulated version of S. Cs6rg6's theorems forgetting about the special depen- 
dence upon an i.i,d, sequence: 

Theorem 2 (S. Cs6rg6). Let {T~,K},=o, 1 .... be a double sequence of real-valued 
K =  I ,  2 . . . .  

random variables on (f2, 9,1, P) satisfying 

(i) lim P(To, K >= Ka) 1/~ = p(a) 
K - ,  oo 

exists for a-values in some interval (ao,al) , where p is a strictly decreasing 
function, 0 < p ( a ) <  1; 

(ii) for each K, {Tn, K}n=o, 1 .... is a stationary sequence; 
(iii) for each K, {T~K,K}i=0,1 .... is an i.i.d, sequence. Then, for a~(ao,al) and 

C= C(a) such that exp( -1 /C)=p(a ) ,  we have 

lim max T,, Ec logNl _ a w.p. 1. (2) 
N~oo 0-<~-<N-tClogNI [C logN] 

Setting Tn, K = S,+K-- S~, Theorem 2 obviously implies Theorem 1. But assump- 
tions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2 are essentially based upon an i.i.d, situation. On 
the other hand it has been shown (see e.g. [8, 9, 10] that Erd6s-R6nyi type 
laws are available even if the underlying processes have neither stationary nor 
independent increments. This prompted us to extend S. CsSrg6's result in the 
following way: 

Theorem 3, Let {T~,r}~=o. 1 .... be a double sequence of real-valued random 
K= 1, 2, . . .  

variables on (f2, 9.I, P) satisfying 

(i) for a-values in some interval (ao, ai) there exists a strictly decreasing 
function pl(a), 0 < p l ( a ) <  1, such that for each C > 0  

lim sup P(T~, tc ~ogN] => [ C log N] a) 1/tc log~,~ =< P l (a) 

holds uniformly with respect to (w.r.t.) n; 
(ii) 7here exists a sequence V0, N<Vt,N<.. .  of random indices such that, for 

each N = l ,  2, ... and C > 0 :  
(ii.1) {T~,~; [C logN]} i=0 ,  i . . . .  is a sequence of independent r v' s 
(ii.2) lim infP(T~, ~; tc logNl ~ [C log Nl  a) 1/~c logNl > P2 (a) 

N~oo  
holds uniformly w.r.t, i, where p2(a), O<p2(a)<l, is another strictly decreasing 
function on (%, al); 

(ii.3) ~ P(L~. <-_ (1 -- 3) [N/C log N]) < co 
N = I  

for some 0 < 8 < 1 ,  where LN = # {'~I,N: v~,N <= N -  [ C l~ N]}. 
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Then, for a6(ao, al) and C 1 = Cl(a ) such that exp( -1 /C1)=pl (a ) ,  we have 

lim sup max T,, Ec, ~ogm < a  w.p. 1, (3) 
N~oo O<n<N_[CllogN] [C 1 l o g N ] -  

and, for ae(ao, al) and C2= C2(a) such that exp(-1/C2)=pz(a) ,  we have 

Yvi, N; [c2 logN] lim inf max w.p. 1. (4) 
N ~  O<-~,,~,~N-[C21ogNJ [C21ogN] = a  

Remark. Using the deterministic sequence vi, N = i [ C l o g N ]  (i=0, 1, ...) of in- 
dices and pl(a)=pz(a)  we see that Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3. However, the latter is mainly constructed for other than i.i.d. 
situations, as will be indicated by a couple of examples. 

2. Proof of Theorem 3 

The proof is similar to the i.i.d, case. Therefore we only outline some necessary 
modifications. For details we refer to [11]. 

Proof. a) From assumption (i) it can be shown that, for a<a'~(ao,al)  and N 
sufficiently large, 

P( m a x  Zn,[CllogN]~__[C1 logN]a')<N -~, 
O<-n<N-[Cl logN] 

(5) 

for some fl>0. Defining Nj=largest integer N such that [C 1 l o g N ] = j ,  and 
using the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we obtain from (5) the relation 

lim sup max T,, [C1 logN s] ~ a' w.p. 1. 
j - ~  0~,ZNj-[C, logNj] [C1 l o g N j ] -  

This turns out to hold for the whole sequence, too, since {Nj} has been chosen 
in an appropriate way. Hence, letting a' tend to a, assertion (3) is proved. 

b) By assumptions (ii.1) and (ii.2) one can estimate, for a>a%(ao ,  al) and 
N sufficiently large, 

P( m a x  Tvi,n;[C21ogN] < [ C  2 l o g N ] a " ) < e x p ( -  N ~) (6) 
i = 0 ,  1, ..., /iv-- 1 

for some ~ > 0, where l N = [(1 - 6) [N/C 2 log NIl .  
Combining (6) with (ii.3), we immediately obtain 

~ P (  max T~,,~;tCzlogN3<[C 2 log N] a")< oo. 
N = I  O<-vi,N<-_N-[C21ogN] 

By using the Borel-Cantelli lemma again and letting a" tend to a, we get (4) 
which renders the proof complete. 
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3. Some Examples 

A series of examples has been given by S. Cs6rg5 in [5] illustrating the use of 
Theorem 2. It  would be difficult to extend this list essentially, giving other 
Erd6s-R6nyi laws depending upon an i.i.d, situation. Therefore we concentrate 
on some situations which are not covered by Theorem 2 and thus indicate the 
need for an extended version, as given in Theorem 3. 

Example 1 (Weighted sums). Let S n= ~ eiXi denote the weighted sums of a 
i = 1  

standardized i.i.d, sequence {Xi}~=l, 2 .... under weights {c~i}~= l, z, .. .. Put A n 
n 

= ~2~ i and D(N,K)= max (S,+K--S,)/(A,+K-An). Then Book's [2,3] 
i = 1  O<-n<-N-K 

'Erd6s-R6nyi law of large numbers for weighted sums',  which is 

lim sup D(N, [C l (a  ) log N])__<a w.p. 1, 
N ~ o o  

lim infO(N, [C2(a ) log N ] ) > a  w.p. 1 
N ~ c ~  

for certain functions C 1 (a), C2(a), is covered by Theorem 3. Just set 

T~ K=K Sn+K-Sn 
, An+K-A ' 

Pi(a)--exp ( -  1/Ci(a)) (i = 1, 2), 

and use a deterministic sequence {v~,N}f=l, 2 ..... i.e. 

vi, N=iEClogN],  i = 1 , 2  . . . . .  

Then, under Book's conditions, the assumptions of Theorem 3 are fulfilled. 

Example 2 (Waiting-times). In [8] the following Erd6s-R6nyi law has been 
proved for waiting-times { Wn}~= 0, 1 . . . .  in a queuing model G/G~1 : 

lim max Wn+rCl~ Wn = a  w.p. 1 
N~oo O_<n_<N--[C logNl [-C log N] 

for a's in some interval (0, al)  and C such that exp(-1/C)=p(a),  where p(a) 
denotes the first order large deviation rate of the sequence {W~}o=o, 1 .... . Using 
a random sequence of indices, defined by 

YO, N ~ 0 ,  

v~, N = smallest integer > vz_ 1, n + [C log N] such that W~,, ~ = 0 

( i=1 ,2 ,  ...) and pl(a)=P2(a)=p(a), this result can also be derived from Theo- 
rem 3. 

Theorem 3 may even be helpful when treating stochastic processes with 
continuous parameters. Consider, for instance, the following 
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Example 3 (Renewal processes). Let N(t) denote the number  of renewals 
occuring up to time t (>0)  under an i.i.d, sequence {Xi}~= 1,2 .... of nonnegative 
failure times. In 1-9, 10] Erd6s-R6nyi type laws were stated for processes as- 
sociated with such a renewal counting process {N(0}t>__o, the simplest version 
appearing as follows: 

N(t+ C log T)-g(t)  
lira sup - a  w.p. 1, 
T~oo O<-t<- T - C l o g T  C log T 

where the functional dependence C =  C(a) is determined by the exponential 
large deviation rate p(a) of {N(t)}t>=o. Using some monotonicity properties of 
the process, it can easily be seen that the limit assertions need only be proved 
for T being integer-valued. So, the methods of Theorem 3 can be used again to 
derive the desired result. For  the lim inf-part take a sequence of random times 
defined by 

T0, T:0,  
zl, r= f i r s t  renewal time after z ~ _ l , r + C l o g T  ( i = 1 , 2  . . . .  ), 

which provides i.i.d, increments N(z~, r +  C log T)-N(z~,  r), i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  

4. Concluding Remarks 

In certain situations, improved versions of Erd6s-R6nyi type laws are available 
which can also be viewed as convergence rate statements in the given limit 
theorems (see e.g. R6v6sz [7], M. CsSrg6 and Steinebach I-4]). Such improve- 
ments can be obtained whenever a better than a first order large deviation rate 
holds. 

The results in [4] are mainly based on improved large deviation rates for 
partial sums, which, by identity P(N(t)>n)=P(S,<-_t), can at least be carried 
over to the renewal counting process and thus lead to improved Erd6s-R6nyi 
laws in that case. But, from the arguments in [-4] and the proof of Theorem 3, 
it is obvious that improved general versions of Erd6s-R6nyi laws are also 
available, if assumptions (i) and (ii.2) can be replaced by large deviation results 
including second order terms. 
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